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How Instagram went from just a photo-sharing app to a romanticization of our daily lives. (Image Courtesy Editorialist)
By Isabelle Delostrinos
Culture/Opinion Columnist

What was your first Instagram post?
Was it a photo of your food? A beautiful sunset with an oversaturated filter?
Or a cringe picture of you and your
friends hanging out at the mall? The
birth of Instagram was the birth of an
entire new world. The culture of social
media changed instantly, as it’s still
changing today. Originally, Instagram
was just a photo-sharing app where
you could follow your friends and see
what they were up to that day. You
could post whatever you want when
you want. A random photo of a flower? Cool. A candid selfie you randomly took? Awesome. It was a fun time

and a new way for people to keep up
with one another.
Eventually, Instagram’s unspoken
culture started shifting. You weren’t at
the party unless you posted it on Instagram. Self-timer photo shoots with
friends started becoming a normal
hang-out activity. Selfies were once
full-body, posed photos because front
cameras didn’t exist yet. The portrayal
of a fun, eventful life started becoming
the Instagram norm. Perfectly posed
and directed photos were the only way
to post. This norm still exists today,
but it looks like we may be entering a
new era of Instagram culture.
The other day I was scrolling
through my feed and came across
someone’s “photo dump.” It started off

with a picture of the sky, then a photo of a chair, a funny Twitter meme, a
candid (but photogenic) selfie, and a
photo of a bagel. I didn’t understand
how all of these photos were so different, yet made sense. Things are starting to look a little more casual on the
Gram, but not like how they used to.
The evolution of Instagram has gone
from staged, glamorous photos to casual, laid-back ones.
Romanticizing our daily lives has
reached social media culture and our
online presence. There’s no reason to
wait for a party to post, it’s just as cool
to post a photo of your water bottle
sitting in the car. The more casual and
candid your photos are the better. This
is the new Instagram.
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The Benefits of Creativity
Why Everyone Should Have Some Form of Creative Hobby.

By Ariana Perez
Opinion Columnist

Two years of living through the
Covid-19 pandemic has brought a lot
of things to light, from the abysmal
state of our healthcare system to the
ever-growing presence of economic
disparity and the climate crisis. Overall, it hasn’t been too good.
However, if there’s a smidge of good
to be acknowledged in the midst of
everything horrible. It’s that many
people, especially students in stable
situations, when presented with the
abundance of free time granted by
online schooling and being unable to
return to work, turned to the creative
arts for solace.

Reflecting on the early days of the
pandemic, between the unease and
apprehension for the present and the
future, I personally found a glimmer
of joy in the sudden abundance of creativity across social media platforms
like Tik Tok and Instagram. Suddenly,
people who never thought much about
baking were learning how to make focaccia bread from scratch. Those who
never stitched or sewed anything since
Home Economic class were altering
thrifted clothes and crocheting tops
from colorful yarn. Artists of all ages
rekindled their joy for drawing thanks
to the extra time to spare.
The sudden rise of people taking the
time to start new and creative hob-

bies was no major surprise. Given the
stress of the pandemic, many turned
to other more creative outlets, naturally gravitating towards the inherently
therapeutic benefits of artsy hobbies.
There are a wide variety of health
benefits that come with having a creative hobby. The most obvious of them
all is the increase in happiness and
overall improvement in mental health.
Repetitive hobbies like drawing, journaling, or crocheting perpetuate a state
of mind where time and sense of self
become lost in the process of creating.
This meditative state affects the body
both mentally and physically, slowing
Continued on Page 2
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the heart along with reducing stress and
anxiety.
Once the creative process ends, dopamine floods the brain at the sight of
a finished and accomplished creation.
The overall result is a feedback loop of
positive emotion, with the joy found in
the process of creating motivating the
brain to repeat the same healthy creative behaviors that trigger it. Moreover,
self-expressive hobbies like writing and
painting have been linked to increases in emotional regulation, helping in
the process of healing from trauma and
adverse experiences that cannot be expressed or processed verbally.
Beyond the emotional benefits granted by the meditative state created, general brain and body function is also shown
to improve with the practice of certain
creative hobbies. Studies show that those
who play instruments are recorded to
have a better cognitive function, particularly in the improved communication
between the left and the right sides of
the brain. Meanwhile, daily journaling
is connected with stronger immune system functioning.
At this point, I want to take the time
to acknowledge that not everyone has
the privilege and opportunity to set time
aside to dedicate themselves to forming
a new hobby, creative or not. Despite the
pandemic allowing some more time to
indulge in hobbies and personal goals,
others are occupied with supporting
loved ones and families, and I believe
it is important to recognize those that
make that sacrifice. However, I will say

By Benjamin Noel
Opinion Columnist

At 10:29 am on November 26th, a vehicular accident left a cyclist dead. The
death of the 77-year old Moraga native
begs the question: is biking in Moraga
safe? Now, I’m answering this question
with a bias. I bike a fair bit. And by virtue of living on campus, most of my rides
start in Moraga.
For the most part, Lamorinda is safe to
bike around. Most drivers are cautious
and pass with plenty of space. However,
Moraga and St. Mary’s Roads both do not
have bike lanes. If you feel unsafe sharing
the road with cars, and want to get to the
Safeway in Moraga, the Rheem campus
or Lafayette, have no fear! The Lafayette/
Moraga Regional Trail has got you covered. The paved trail runs parallel to St.
Mary’s road, and can be accessed from
the entrance of campus by crossing the
street. This trail also cuts out some of the

(Image Courtesy Evelyn Rapin)

that if you do have the time, there
is nothing I personally recommend
more to soothe the soul than letting
creative energies flow through artistic expression.
While many believe that the country is slowly returning to a new normal, I emphasize the importance
of continuing to set time aside for

The media loves to attack Harris, but instead, we should be celebrating her.

The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint
Marys College, published weekly, except during
examination periods and academic recesses. The
Collegian reserves the right to hold and edit all
submitted materials, solicited and unsolicited.
The Collegian’s Editorial Board is comprised of all
oversight staff members. Other opinions expressed
are not necessarily endorsed by The Collegian, its
contributors and/or advertisers. Advertisers do not
necessarily reflect the view of The Collegian. The
Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the
reporting of news. If a report is wrong or misleading, a request for a correction or clarification may
be made.
“To act upon one’s conviction while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice-”
-Ted Turner

something creative and keeping
up with creative hobbies picked
up during the pandemic. All in
all, whether or not profit can be
made from what you create, or
whether or not you are particularly good at what you do, regardless,
keep creating!

We Need to Give Kamala Harris the Respect
She Deserves
By Riley Mulcahy
Opinion Section Editor

Kamala Harris is one the most
powerful women in the world as Vice
President of the United States; however, she is not treated with dignity and
respect in the office she
serves. Harris is a former
Senator of California and
before that, she was the
district attorney for San
Francisco. Say what you
want about her record
as a prosecutor. Harris
is a trailblazer who has
knocked down doors
for other women and
women of color to create
political opportunities,
so it will not always be
filled with rich white
men making the decisions.
Harris is only reported
on when she makes a
mistake or dips into controversy, one
example being her visit to the border

Is It Safe to Bike in Moraga?

(Image Courtesy Instagram)

the same qualifications as a white man
from Indiana who has protected a
failed businessman for more than four
years.
The media plays a crucial role in
how Harris is being portrayed. The
news publication Ms. Magazine argues, “Media outlets
need to be called out by their
viewers, subscribers, employees and readers for their biased
coverage, as well as their lack
of coverage. Not only should
we question outlets about why
her important speeches aren’t
being covered, but we need to
collectively—through social
media posts, petitions, calls
to outlets, etc.—press them to
cover major upcoming events
on topics relevant to our key
demographic.” Regardless of
where you stand politically,
there must be an agreement
that we treat our politicians
juxtaposition going on here: a woman with the respect that they deserve, so
of color who has the honor of serving long as they do not create irreparable
the White House is not seen as having damage to our country.
when Republicans attacked her. This
comes as former Vice President Mike
Pence is seen as honorable for admitting that he could not stop the legal
counting of votes while the insurrection was going on. There is an evident

Several accidents force bikers to take precautions. Read how to bike in
the area safely. (Image Courtesy The New York Times)

Biden’s First Year in Office, A Review

By Riley Mulcahy
Opinion Section Editor

It is hard to believe that we are in the second
year of Biden’s term, and one has to question how
he has done in the last year and what he could
have done differently. In 2020, there was hope
after the election that progressive ideals would
finally prevail; however, several marks have been
missed in a year still plagued by the pandemic and white supremacy. Bills such as the Build
Back Better Bill and the Voting Rights Bill are two
monumental bills that still have not been passed
thanks to moderate voices such as Senator Joe
Machin (D-WVA), who refuses to be the Democrat he pledged to be when he took office. This
simply makes Biden’s job nearly impossible.
Although there has been a success in getting the
infrastructure bill passed in a pandemic, we need
more than a commitment to our roads, a commitment to the American voters who are waiting How does one judge a president who follows an
on leadership in the White House. In reviewing insurrectionist?
(Image Courtesy Instagram)
his first year, the news publication Politico argues
that one of Biden’s first missteps was when he deGOOD NEWS PIT STOP
clared “independence from COVID-19” this past
summer on the 4th of July. Coupled with two new
variants, Delta and Omicron as well as reeling
February is Black History Month,
from the understanding that America has always
but SMC’s 44 Days Will Go Until
been rooted in white supremacy, a questionable
pullout in Afghanistan from the 20-year long war
March
made it difficult for even progressives to get excited about 2024.
Students Return to Campus for a
The difficulty in assessing the first year of
Biden’s term is that, in large part, his work has
Week of Beautiful Weather
been to heal old wounds created by other presidents. Democrats must clean up the mess their
Saint Mary’s is Ranked #22 in the AP
Republican counterparts made in this increasTop 25 Poll
ingly actual pattern. If Trump had a handle on
the pandemic and did not spread falsehoods on
election integrity, we would not be in this terrible
SMC Celebrates Lunar New Year
position. However, Biden has not done enough to
Feb. 16th, 12-2:30 pm., Ferroggiaro
ensure that there are safeguards in place to proQuad
tect democracy, which has become increasingly
fragile.

hillier parts of St. Mary’s road, so its
an easier way to get around
As for riding on the road, a few
things to keep in mind. Some drivers are jerks. They will damn near
clip you with their mirror if they’re
impatient. A good rule of thumb is
to pull into a shoulder when there
is one to let the traffic pass. This is
mainly for descending Moraga Road
into Lafayette, as drivers like to speed
down the hill.
Due to the sheer lack of lighting
in the main roads in Lamorinda, it’s
best to stay off the roads till half an
hour after sunrise and half an hour
before sunset. Also, you can never
be too visible. Even during the day.
A flashing back-light and reflective
strips make you hard to miss. Bike
with others if you can, and always
play it safe. Happy trails, and keep it
rubber side down.
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“No Degrees on a Dead Planet”

Ever-changing Mask Mandate

Grassroots student group calls on SMC Board of Trustees to divest from the fossil fuel industry.
Amaya Griego argues that divestment is a good decision for SMC not only because it benefits the environment, but also because it falls in line with the
Lasallian Core Principles that SMC values as a Catholic institution, particularly “concern for the poor
and social justice,” as the climate crisis will disproportionately harm those already most vulnerable.
Last semester the group kicked off their call to

The issue of divestment at Saint Mary’s came to a
vote in front of the Board of Trustees in 2018, after
Associate Editor
passing unanimously in the Academic Senate. The
Formed in fall 2021, Climate Action SMC is a
proposal was popular but ultimately unsuccessful.
student-led group committed to fighting climate
Griego blames COVID-19 for causing the previchange. Taking inspiration from other college camous divestment campaign to fizzle out and believes
puses, the group’s current focus is pushing Saint
the issues presented by previous campaigners have
Mary’s to divest from the fossil fuel industry.
become increasingly direr in the past few years. She
The leaders of the group consays that the current camsist of seniors Grace Clinton,
paign for divestment differs
Amaya Griego, Payton Reil, and
from the 2018/19 campaign
sophomore Thomas Weldele, as
because the urgency of the
well as faculty member Daniel
climate crisis has gotten so
Larlham. Coming from all difmuch worse.
ferent academic disciplines but
“We’re coming from a
united by their passion for the
place of, we cannot afford to
environment, the group aims to
wait anymore,” Griego says.
address the topic of divestment
“We’re trying to refresh the
from a variety of perspectives.
old campaign with a sense of
Weldele explains that divesturgency in the sense of, okay,
ment is the opposite of investwe waited, and we’ve had this
ment in that it describes taking
conversation a million times.
money out of industries instead
So now it’s done, let’s start
of putting money in.
acting.”
“What divestment is, or at the
Griego cites student engagevery least how we’re using diment as the most important
vestment is to take your money
factor in the success of the
out of like fossil fuel companies
current divestment camand we’re saying we don’t want
paign and says that Saint
to invest in them,” Weldele says.
Mary’s has a responsibility to
“Because by investing in them,
listen to the demands of stuthey’re using that money, or
dents.
they’re using their growth, to
Weldele agrees with the
continue to do more fossil fuel Climate Action SMC leaders Grace Clinton, Amaya Griego, Payton Reil, and Thomas Weldele
urgency of acting on the cliextraction, which is hurting our
mate crisis. “This isn’t somespeaking at their Climate Action Theatre event in December 2021.
planet.”
thing we can just keep, like,
Weldele explains that research
pushing down the road. Like,
action with the Climate Change Theatre Action perfrom Blackrock and other firms has shown that di- formances in Dante quad, which Thomas Weldele de- eventually, climate change is just going to kill us all.
vestment will have little to no effect on the school’s scribes as an energizing moment meant to engage the And I don’t know about everyone else. But I cerfinancial portfolio and may in fact have a marginally SMC community in the fight against climate change tainly like being alive. And I would like to be alive
positive impact.
for the entirety of my lifetime”
and the campaign for divestment.
Despite the relatively small size of Saint Mary’s fi- The group also hosted several smaller events around
nancial portfolio and the school’s investments in topics like eco-anxiety. Community members may also The group urges community members supportive
the fossil fuel industry, the action, Weldele says, will be familiar with the group’s “fossil-free SMC” petition of the divestment caues to sign their petition at the
be largely symbolic. If the school were to divest, he that circulated around social media several weeks back following QR Code
says, we would join other schools with successful di- and received over 350 signatures. Both Weldele and
vestment campaigns like Stanford, the UC system, Griego urge SMC community members to sign the peas well as a number of other small liberal arts col- tition asking for divestment and to keep their eyes out
leges similar to SMC in size and values.
for events coming this term.
By Kiera O’Hara-Heinz

New Things and Controversy at the Beijing Games
How China changed it up at the Beijing Olympic opening ceremony

Greece entered first, followed by the other
countries, with the United States being 56th,
Visiting News Reporter
Italy (the next host) going second to last, then
finally China.
After the Opening Ceremony on February
Traditionally, in the parade of athletes,
4th, the 2022 Beijing Olympics have been gocountries
enter alphabetically according to the
ing on in full force. This year, however, differs
language
of
the host country. China took their
from past games with linguistic differences
own
spin
on
this, not going alphabetically but
and diplomatic demonstrations marring the
by
the
number
of strokes in the first character
normally straightforward Opening Ceremony
of
the
countries
name when written in Simpliand Parade of Nations.
Traditionally, there is a very specific way that fied Chinese characters. They also then countcountries enter the ceremony: Greece always ed the number of strokes in the second and
third etc. characters if two countries had the
enters first, being the traditional first host
and creator of the games, then every country same amount of strokes.
In a controversy surrounding the ceremony,
alphabetically, with second to last being the
nation next to host the games, followed lastly several countries including the US, Australia,
by the host country’s athletes. In these games, the United Kingdom, Canada, Denmark, and
By Madison Sciba

5

India, announced that they were doing diplomatic boycotts of the Olympic games, meaning they did not send government officials to
represent them. Taiwan, or Chinese Taipei as
it was referred to at the games, made some
waves by announcing that they would boycott the opening ceremonies. However, they
reversed their decision to boycott after facing
pressure from the International Olympic
Committee (IOC). Taiwan was also told by
the IOC that they were not allowed to display
any symbols or actions that would suggest
Taiwan was a sovereign nation, independent
from China.
This controversey suggests that although
the IOC may try, it is hard to seperate global
politics from the Olympic Games.

With declining cases and hospitalizations, California will be lifting its mask mandate starting February 16, 2022
By Kamryn Sobel
Associate Editor

California state health officials recently announced they will be lifting restrictions on preexisting mask mandates. As of February 16, 2022,
most indoor settings will allow vaccinated persons to unmask. Those who are unvaccinated
and over the age of 2 will still be required to wear
masks while indoors.
Specific changes taking into effect consist of
“universal masking… required in only specified
settings,” while “only unvaccinated persons are
required to mask in all indoor public settings.
Fully vaccinated individuals are recommended to
continue indoor masking when the risk may be
high,” according to the California Department of
Public Health.
In light of new guidelines on the mask mandates, Contra Costa County released on February
9th, that they “will lift universal mask requirements for vaccinated people in most indoor public settings beginning Wednesday, February 16.
The move comes as cases and hospitalizations
have begun to rapidly drop around the state and
region.” Within the county, per Contra Costa
Health Services, 80.2% of residents are vaccinated
and 49.0% have received their booster. The coun-

ty is also seeing a decrease in both average new
cases per day as well as COVID-related hospitalizations.
As numbers decline across the state, the California Department of Public Health continues
to recommend the Covid-19 vaccine due to,
“preventing serious disease, hospitalization, and
death from the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Unvaccinated
individuals are much more likely
to become infected when compared to vaccinated and boosted
individuals.”
Contra Costa Health Officer Dr.
Ori Tzvieli comments, “We are
able to take this next major step
of removing the universal indoor
mask requirement because we
have laid a strong foundation in
good public health protections—
especially vaccines and boosters—
and know we can reduce severe illness, hospitalizations, and deaths.”
Surrounding counties in the Bay
Area will also be following the new
guidelines, including Alameda,
Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San
Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara,
Sonoma, and the City of Berkeley.

Sources:
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/
Pages/COVID-19/guidance-for-face-coverings.
aspx
https://www.coronavirus.cchealth.org

Image courtesy of google images

Possible Invasion of Ukraine
Russia continues the threat of a possible invasion of Ukraine
By Kamryn Sobel
Associate Editor

Through the end of 2021 and into early 2022,
U.S. intelligence officials have warned of a possible invasion of Ukraine by Russian forces. Both
NATO and U.S. officials describe the placement
and movement of Russian troops as unusual. New
satellite images show Russian forces assembling on
three sides of Ukraine and amongst these images,
thousands of troops gather alongside firepower.
Russian President Vladimir Putin has since denied
suggestions of the invasion and has claimed that all
the movement is for “ordinary exercises.”
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky disagrees and instead says that “The accumulation of
forces at the border is psychological pressure from
our neighbors.”
The most recent conflict between the two regions
began in the spring of 2014, as Russia planned a
strategic invasion of Crimea, located in the eastern
parts of Ukraine. This was viewed by Ukraine and
democratic nations across the world as an illegal
action. In the regions of Donetsk and Luhansk,
further uprising by Russian separatists, backed by
Russia and the Ukrainian military, occurred, continuing conflict. The two countries have since been
in a state of war.
However, as of February 12th, 2022, it is not
known at this time if Putin has made a decision
to invade, as stated by the United States Press Secretary Jen Psaki. In a one-hour call between the
United States President Joe Biden and Putin on the
12th, Biden warned the Russian leader of the “se-

vere” costs of invading Ukraine. This came hours
after the U.S. ordered its diplomats to leave Kyiv
due to fears of invasion.
On February 10th, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff Gen. Mark A. Milley spoke with the General
Staff of the Armed Forces of the Republic of Belarus
Maj. Gen. Viktor Gulevich by telephone discussing
issues on “regional security related issues of concern.” Although the conversation was kept private,
both leaders communicated to reduce the chances
of miscalculation and gain perspectives on current
European security.
A call between the United States President Joe
Ukrainian soldiers mentored by American forces conBiden and Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenducting a training exercise in February 2018. (Image
sky also took place in late January, discussing the courtesy of Defense Visual Information Distribution Service)
possibility of an invasion in February. President Joe
Biden stated that if Russia decides to invade that it
is, “the most consequential thing that has happened
in the world since World War II.”
Sources:
https://www.cnn.com/europe/live-news/ukrainerussia-news-01-27-22/index.html
https://www.jcs.mil/Media/News/News-Display/
Article/2930168/readout-of-chairman-of-thejoint-chiefs-of-staff-gen-mark-a-milleys-phonecall/
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/02/10/world/
russia-ukraine-us
https://thewell.unc.edu/2022/01/22/the-russiaukraine-conflict/
Delegation of the 2014 Minsk Forum on Ukraine
h t t p s : / / w w w. b b c . c o m / n e w s / w o r l d - e u - after the Russian annexation of Crimea. (Image courtesy of European External Action )Service
rope-60327930
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CULTURE
Euphoria: Episode 5
Highlights

“Let Somebody Go”
Song Review

A look back at Zendaya’s amazing acting and Maddy’s potential
to dominate the rest of the series. (Image Courtesy TV Overmind)

By Isabelle Delostrinos
Culture Columnist
So far this year, my Sundays
have looked like this: sleep in
until noon, treat myself to a
trip to the mall, and be home
by 6 PM to catch the newest
Euphoria episode. Each week,
I join the nationwide event of
watching how the wild episodes of the Euphoria universe
unfold. After each episode
ends, I spend the rest of the
night scrolling through Twitter
and Tik Tok, unpacking the
episode with the internet. The
HBO series has united millennials and zoomers alike as
the new season has everyone
holding their breaths. Spoilers
ahead!
If I had to use one word to
describe Episode 5, it’d be Zendaya. Her performance in this
episode was so impressive and
captivating, that it was painful
to watch. Her character, Rue,
has finally reached her breaking point. She’s at the lowest
she has been in the entire
series and finds herself in an
intervention with her mother
and sister. In this fifteen-minute monologue, we see the
multiple personalities of Rue.
We feel her pain and betrayal
from her mother, her constant
struggle with the side effects of
addiction, and her yearning to
just get better. Zendaya seamlessly portrayed all of these
different states of being; making it hard to hate Rue for what
she had done or said. After her
relapse and downward spiral
into her hatred for Jules, Rue’s

girlfriend, viewers are only filled
with sympathy and concern for
her well-being.
This episode also brings light
to one of the most scandalous
plot lines, Cassie and Nate’s
secret relationship. In an effort
to take the spotlight off of herself, Rue throws Cassie under
the bus and admits to everyone
that she saw the two kissing and
driving off together one night.
Cassie’s immediate defense and
puzzled reaction instantly gave
herself away, igniting anger
from Maddy. Cassie all of a
sudden runs straight up to her
room trying to avoid the situation.
Where was that energy from
Episode 2, Cassie? She said she
was crazier than Maddy, but
couldn’t talk the talk when it
came down to it. Seeing how
Cassie and Nate face Maddy throughout the rest of the
season will be very interesting.
Maddy still has the forbidden
tape of Nate’s dad and Jules.
What will she do with it? And
what will she do about Cassie?
I can’t wait to see this situation
play out and see how Maddy
could dominate the series as
well.
Sam Levinson does an amazing job with his writing and
how he directs episodes in ways
that leave viewers wondering,
“What happens next?” The show
is unpredictable and exciting
to watch, and I’m filled with
anticipation for this upcoming
Euphoria Sunday.

By Remy Zerber
Culture Columnist

(Image Courtesy Music Munial
and Wikipedia)

“Let Somebody Go” is a
collaboration track between
Selena Gomez and Coldplay
about letting go of a loved
onedespite the pain it will
cause. They announced they
were working together in October when they performed
on The Late Late Show With
James Corden, but they just
released their music video for
the song on Monday. The music video is a black and white
masterpiece where Gomez
and Chris Martin (Coldplay’s
frontman) play lovers. The
video takes place in New York
City, but the city is upside
down thanks to CGI.
The video starts out with
Martin on the ground and
everything is right-side up.
Then we see Gomez and the
city turns upside down. Selena and Chris soar through
the sky with tears streaming
down their faces as they are
ripped apart. They try to hold
on to each other, but can’t.
Their soft, silky voices are
perfect for this song because
it adds to the emotional and
painful mood of the music
video. Their final long em-

brace is in front of a movie theater before they both disappear.
One of my favorite lyrics from
the song is “They said love is
only equal to the pain.” I like this
lyric because it is very true. If
two people are deeply in love, it
will hurt a lot when one person
leaves. This could apply to any
kind of relationship, not just a
romantic relationship. It could
apply to a breakup, when a close
friend moves away, or even when
a loved one dies. This is an emotional line.
Another one of my favorite lyrics is “You gave everything this
golden glow/Now turn off all the
stars ‘cause this I know” because
it is talking about how his lover
made everything special, but
when they left everything got
dull. This is true about falling out
of romantic love. When people
break up, they can get depressed
because everything seems less
special to them.
Overall “Let Somebody Go”
by Coldplay and Selena Gomez
is a very emotional song that
has very well-written lyrics. The
meaning of this song can be applied to many situations. Everyone can relate to it in some way.
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CULTURE
Oscar Nominations for Best Animated Feature Queer
the Big Screen

By Remy Zerber
Culture Columnist

The Oscars are coming up in March,
so there are many worthy nominations
for categories such as “Best Actor,” “Best
Actress,” “Best Adapted Screenplay,” “Best
Editing,” “Best Costume,” and much
more. The Oscars are Thursday, March
27th at the Dolby Theatre in Hollywood.
I am most excited to see the winner of
“Best Animated Feature” because some of
my favorite animated movies that came
out recently are nominated like Encanto, Luca, and Raya and the Last Dragon.
The other nominations are Flee and The
Mitchells vs. the Machines. Interestingly
enough, many of these movies have queer
themes in them, making this a historic
group of nominees.
Disney/Pixar has not specifically confirmed Luca is a movie about queer characters, but there is a lot of queer coding.
The movie is about two boys/sea monsters and their adventures with their new
friend, Giulia. It uses the sea monsters
as a metaphor for queer love because the
three main characters are outsiders in
their town. The two boys are afraid to go
on land because they will get shunned for
being sea monsters. This is similar to the

By Madison Sciba
Culture Columnist

experiences of many queer people because
some are not as accepting of queerness,
especially not when the movie takes
place—the Italian Riviera in the town of
Portorosso in the 1950s.
Encanto also has some queer representation because “Luisa is ‘a lesbian icon of
strength.’ According to Out.com, the song
“What Else Can I Do?” sung by Isabella,
is a queer anthem because “[a]fter spending her whole life trying to be perfect and
do things the way her family wants, she’s
finally doing things for herself. ‘I wanna feel the shiver of something new/I’m
so sick of pretty/I want something true,
don’t you,’ she sings, adding, “What can
you do when you know who you wanna
be is imperfect? But I’ll still be okay.” This
song hints at the lesbian experience, as it
references the societal pressures lesbian
women face.
Raya and the Last Dragon is an animated
film inspired by East Asian culture. Raya
is the main character. Her amazing character development is exemplified when
the narrator explains her back story and
why she hates Namaari. Namaari is the
daughter of a chief from another clan
that opposes Raya. At the beginning of
the movie, they hate each other, but by
the end they become friends. Raya and

Namaari have a very interesting character
arc. There have been some rumors about
Raya’s sexuality because of the tension
between her and Namaari. According to
Screenrant.com, “While speaking in an
interview (via Vanity Fair), Kelly Marie
Tran confirmed her belief that Raya is gay,
adding she voiced the character as if there
were “some romantic feelings going on
there.” The actress who played Raya thinks
her character is gay, so perhaps she is.
Flee is an animated film about an Afghan
refugee who escapes to Denmark. Along
the way, he realizes he is gay. The movie is
based on an interview the refugee provided.
The Mitchells vs the Machines is an animated movie about a dysfunctional family
that has to save the world from the robot
apocalypse. Everyone in the family is really weird. For example, they don’t like to
make eye contact with each other, so they
have to have mandatory eye contact time.
There are some great movies nominated
for “Best Animated Feature” like Encanto, Luca, and Raya and the Last Dragon.
Flee and The Mitchells vs. the Machines
were also nominated. Though I do have
my favorites, I think they all be deserving
candidates.

TikTok and the Olympics

Back in Summer 2021, TikTok
users got to experience something
rarely seen before, an inside look
at what it is like to be an Olympic
athlete. By documenting everything
from life in the Olympic village to
practicing and competing, Olympians have given average people the
chance to experience the Olympics.
For the Summer Games in Tokyo,
athletes from all over the globe developed dedicated followings on the
app just for showing their Olympic
routines. By doing this, they also
increased interest in sports that
were not typically popular amongst
fans. U.S. Rugby Sevens player Ilona
Maher drew increased interest in
Rugby with her viral TikToks about
Olympic daily life. Australian diver
Sam Fricker found similar online
popularity with insight into the life
and training needed to become an
Olympic diver.
Throughout these Winter Olympics in Beijing, 3-time gold medalist
Shaun White (US) and newcomer
Maddie Mastro (US) have used their
platforms to show TikTokers what
gear they got, how they trade pins

How the popular app increased interest in the international games. (Image Courtesy
InsideLook)

(an Olympic tradition), their
training, and even an incredible view of the opening ceremonies. Maddie Rooney, 2018
gold medalist, has made just
fun videos with her teammates
on the US women’s ice hockey team in which she is the
goalie. Anna Hoffman (US), a
21-year-old ski jumper, shared
her entire journey to the

Olympics. From videos of her
as a toddler on her first set of
skis to videos of the jump that
got her a spot on the Olympic
team.
Paralympians were also
able to use TikTok to bring
awareness to their games and
how their sports have been
modified and/or how they are
different from the traditional

games. Jack Wallace of the US
Men’s Sled Hockey team documented how sled hockey is
played and even how his sleds
were made.
In a time when Olympic
viewership is in decline, TikTok may offer hope for the
games and is putting lesser
supported events into the
spotlight.
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SPORTS
Harden Traded for Simmons
Ryan Ford
Sports Editor

Woah. This may be the blockbuster trade of all blockbuster
trades.
Rumored in the days leading
up to the NBA’s trade deadline,
which occurred at 3 pm ET on
February 10th, the Brooklyn
Nets and Philadelphia 76ers
swapped disgruntled stars
James Harden and Ben Simmons in a trade-only hours
before the deadline, as first
reported by Shams Charania of
The Athletic (@ShamsCharania) and Adrian Wojnarowski
of ESPN (@WojESPN).
Thereis a lot to unpack here,
so let’s break it down team by
team.

76ers’ 2027 first-round pick
(top-8 protected)

Instant Reaction: Only 13
months ago, the Nets pulled
off the first blockbuster trade
to acquire James Harden from
the Houston Rockets to team
him up with superstars Kevin
Durant and Kyrie Irving. Many
saw this as the new ‘Superteam’
of the NBA, and the tantalizing
potential that this star power
seemed capable of was obvious
to everyone.
Now, it’s hard to view the
move to get Harden from the
Rockets as anything other than Reaction and grades for both teams following the biggest trade of the NBA season. (Image
Courtesy New York Post)
a failure. Over the last two
seasons, the trio of Harden-Kyment will always be known as a
one at that, having not played a
rie-KD played “a grand total
big what-if.
minute for the 76ers since he deof 16 games and 364 minutes
On the bright side, the Nets
manded a trade in the offseason.
together.” (Steve Aschburner of
Brooklyn Nets
were able to turn James Harden,
Meanwhile, center Joel Embiid is
What they acquired: Guard/ NBA.com) In those games, the
who was clearly frustrated with his in the midst of an MVP-caliber
forward Ben Simmons, guard Nets were 13-3, but they didn’t
role in Brooklyn, into Ben Simseason, averaging a league-leadwin
a
championship
last
season
Seth Curry, center Andre
mons, who has been an All-Star
ing 29.4 points per game with
Drummond, 76ers’ 2022 first- after injuries derailed Kyrie and
three times, an All-Defensive team shooting splits of 49.8/35.8/81.2.
Harden, and now the experiround pick (unprotected),
member twice, and an All-NBA
Despite Simmons’ holdout, Emplayer once. He’s also only 25 years biid has the Sixers only 2.5 games
old, and is under contract through out of the first seed in the crowded
the 2024-25 season. Throw in
Eastern Conference.
sharpshooter Seth Curry and
Add former MVP James Harden
paint-menace Andre Drummond, to the fold, and suddenly Philand Nets fans have to be happy
adelphia looks like a legitimate
about the return, all things consid- championship-contender. Grantered. Did I mention that they got ed, Harden hasn’t looked his best
Interested in Getting
draft capital on top of all of that?
since the move to Brooklyn last
Your Literary Work
Grade: A
season, and he is considerably
and Art Published?
older (32) and more expensive
Philadelphia 76ers
($46,872,000 player-option for
What they acquired: Guard
next season). But I think he will
James Harden, Forward Paul
be more motivated than ever to siMillsap
lence his doubters and finally find
some postseason success, and his
Instant Reaction: I may be in
fit alongside Embiid on paper is as
the minority on this, but I think
good as any duo in basketball.
Ben Simmons is a great basketball
The Sixers are all-in. Their
Submissions Due
player. But clearly, he and Philamuch-maligned GM Daryl Morey
April 1 2022 | 12:00 AM
delphia were not going to work
deserves credit for not settling and
long-term given everything that
instead waiting for the best deal
has happened since last season’s
throughout this Simmons saga.
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